Characterization of bacteriophage T4 regA protein-nucleic acid interactions.
The bacteriophage T4 regA protein is a translational repressor of a group of T4 early mRNAs. We have characterized the binding of regA protein to polynucleotides and to specific RNAs. Binding to nucleic acids was monitored by the quenching of the intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence of regA protein. regA protein exhibited differential affinities for the polynucleotides examined, with the order of affinity being poly(rU) greater than poly(dT) greater than poly(dU) = poly(rG) greater than poly(rC) = poly(rA). The binding site size calculated for regA protein binding to poly(rU) was n = 9 +/- 1 nucleotides. Cooperativity was observed in binding to multiple-site oligonucleotides, with a cooperativity parameter (omega) value of 10-22. To study the specific interaction between regA protein and T4 gene 44 mRNA, the affinity of regA protein for synthetic gene 44 RNA fragments was measured. The association constant (Ka) for regA protein binding to gene 44 RNA fragments was 100-fold higher than for binding to nontarget RNA. Study of variant gene 44 RNA fragments indicated that the nucleotides required for specific binding are contained within a 12-nucleotide sequence spanning -12 to -1, relative to the AUG codon. The bases of five nucleotides (indicated in upper case type) are critical for specific regA protein interaction with the gene 44 recognition element, 5'-aaUGAGgAaauu-3'. These studies further showed that formation of a regA protein-RNA complex involves a maximum of 2-3 ionic interactions and is primarily an enthalpy-driven process.